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ABSTRACT
TCP has been replaced by QUIC in the latest version of HTTP
(i.e., HTTP/3) to reduce the Head-Of-Line (HOL) blocking
problem. Also, there have been improvements to HTTP’s
priority mechanism for Web resources, beyond the existing
tree-based one, to improve page-load times. We propose that
Forward Error Correction (FEC) for selected, high-priority
resources, can be (re-)introduced to HTTP to further reduce
HOL blocking effects and improve page-load times, while
maintaining reasonable overheads. A prototype and experi-
ment are discussed.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) guarantees the
in-order delivery of a stream of bytes. Therefore, all of the
data after a lost packet are blocked until the retransmission
of the lost packet is received. This is the known as the Head-
Of-Line (HOL) blocking problem.
HTTP/1.1 and HTTP/2 both use TCP. As a result, they

suffer from TCP’s HOL blocking problem, which contributes
to increased page-load times in the case of packet loss. The
latest version of HTTP (i.e., HTTP/3) was developed to solve
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this problem by running over a reliable UDP-based multi-
plexed protocol called QUIC [8].

QUIC supports multi-streaming which means the data can
be sent over independent streams so a packet loss in any of
the streams would not block the data on other streams. This
is useful for HTTP resources that can be processed incre-
mentally such as images. However, QUIC still suffers from
intra-stream HOL blocking. In other words, QUIC delivers
data within each stream with total ordering but there is no
ordering between the data sent over different streams.

Loading Web pages requires downloading different types
of resources, such as HTML, JavaScript (JS), Cascading Style
Sheet (CSS), and image files. Whereas image files can be ren-
dered incrementally, JS and CSS need to be fully downloaded
to be useful [9]. Therefore, HTTP prioritization and resource
scheduling between the client and the server can minimize
the page-load time.
In HTTP/2, the server builds a dependency tree to know

the relative priority between requests [15]. However, this
tree-based approach is complicated and difficult to use for
both browsers and servers. Recently, the more practical Ex-
tensible Prioritization Scheme [11] has been proposed. In this
approach, the priority of each HTTP response is set by the
client to an absolute value between 0 and 7, in descending
order of priority. Also, there is an incremental parameter for
each request, that can be set to let the server know that the re-
source data can be sent incrementally using multi-streaming.
Knowing the priority of the requested resources at the

server, we propose that Forward Error Correction (FEC) can
be used only for the resourceswith higher priority, especially
the non-incremental ones (e.g., JS and CSS). Without FEC, a
lost packet will still cause extra latency in page loading, as
packets are retransmitted. Other low-priority resources that
can be applied/rendered incrementally, like image files, can
still take advantage of multiplexing/multi-streaming over
QUIC. And only high-priority resources incur the overheads
of FEC, while improving latency.

Notably, we are proposing a selective, priority-aware use
of FEC for HTTP. In the first version of QUIC by Google [13],
FEC was a built-in option. However, FEC was dropped from
QUIC due to the overhead and negative experimental re-
sults [7]. Other studies considered FEC over QUIC, but for
all resources [10], [4], [12]. However, with the Extensible
Prioritization Scheme, it may be time to reconsider FEC.
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Figure 1: The arrival order of messages w/o FEC over UDT.

2 UDT AND 2D XOR FEC
As a proof of concept, we have implemented FEC over UDP-
based Data Transfer (UDT) [5] with a two-dimensional XOR-
based (2D XOR) FEC. Both UDT and QUIC are UDP-based,
and FEC over QUIC would be the next step in our work.
UDT is a user-level, reliable protocol designed for large

data transfers over Wide-area Networks (WANs). Multiple
Congestion Control Algorithms (CCA) are supported by
UDT, including a non-loss-based CCA called UDPBlast. With
UDPBlast, there is a fixed sending rate that will not change,
even with packet loss. Evaluating our priority-aware FEC
for HTTP with a loss-based CCA remains as a future work.

UDT has two modes: 1) streammode and 2) message mode.
The stream mode is like TCP and supports total ordering
only but in the message mode we can set an order flag for
each message to be delivered in total order or arrival order.
For this work, we ran the experiments in message mode with
arrival order delivery to avoid HOL blocking problem in the
case of packet loss to get close to QUIC.
The original UDT source code does not include any FEC

implementation. We have implemented an XOR-based FEC
called 2DXOR inside UDT [1] and used it for our experiments
in this paper. In 2D XOR FEC method, we build 2D matrices
of the original packets and send the XOR of all rows and all
columns as redundant packets to the destination.
The interesting thing about 2D XOR FEC is that we can

recover burst packet loss patterns with the help of column
recovery while in 1D XOR FEC we can recover only one
packet loss in each row [2][3]. The other advantage of 2D
XOR FEC is that it is still simple and would have low com-
putational overhead. In our implementation of 2D XOR over
UDT, the user needs to set the number of rows and columns.

3 PRELIMINARY RESULTS
We evaluate the idea of using FEC only for high-priority
resources through a simple workload using our 2D XOR FEC
implementation over UDT in an emulated testbed. We use
the Netem-tc Linux tool [6] to set the loss rate to 2% and

RTT to 50 ms between two nodes in Emulab testbed [14].
Each node has one 3 GHz 64-bit Xeon processor and are
networked with 1 Gbps Ethernet.
In our synthetic workload, we have 5 high-priority re-

sources each 35 kB (e.g., JS and CSS) and 5 low priority
resources each 70 kB (e.g., images) that need to be sent to the
client. In Figure 1, the UDT message size is 7 kB. Therefore,
each resource is fragmented into multiple messages (e.g.,
each high-priority resource is sent using 5 messages and
each low priority resource is sent using 10 messages).
We consider two scenarios: 1) Not using FEC at all, and

2) using 2D XOR FEC only for the 5 high-priority resources.
We set the size of the 2D matrix for the second scenario to
5*5 to include the messages of all 5 high-priority resources
(i.e., 25 messages in total). In Figure 1, we show the order
in which we receive messages for both scenarios. Note that
“With FEC”, the red high-priority resource arrives and is
recovered (using FEC) by time 10 ms. “Without FEC”, the red
resource arrives much later at 54 ms, after a retransmission.
Furthermore, “With FEC” all 5 high-priority messages arrive
or are recovered after 28 ms. “Without FEC”, we need to wait
for an RTT (i.e., 50 ms) to receive the retransmission of a lost
message of the golden resource, and it takes 63 ms to receive
all 5 high-priority resources.

4 CONCLUDING REMARKS
Page-load delays hurt the user experience on the Web, and
the consequences of packet loss for HOL blocking continue to
plague HTTP such that HTTP/3 has switched to using QUIC
instead of TCP. Without a priority mechanism in HTTP,
FEC did not necessarily make sense due to the overheads
of using FEC for all resources. However, since HTTP now
has a priority mechanism, a priority-aware FEC for HTTP
can make reasonable trade-offs between overheads and page-
load latency. Our experiments with FEC over UDT provide
evidence for these benefits. Implementing FEC over QUIC
remains as future work.
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